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ABSTRACT 
Present application of the subsurface combustion processes in the 
the~al recover,y o! petroleum afford favorable and opportune methods of 
providing greater recoveries from petroleum reservoirs. This study at-
tempts to elucidate scme of the parameters ontrolling the canplex hydro-
carbon oxidation for one such process. The experioental phase consisted 
of investigating the combustion behavior of eight nonexplosive and one 
explosive natural gas-air mixtures at low and intermediate pressures. 
The hydroc ',:"', Jn was allowed to oxidize by self-igniti n under controlled 
conditions within environments precluding a visible flame type reaction. 
Progress of the reaction was followed by measuring effluent oxygen con-
tent. 
Experimental evidence indic3.te the combustion reactions were inhib-
ited by packing and vaeying degrees of reaction comr let ion could '!:>e ob-
tained through variatior of controlling parameters. Effects o! increas-
ing reactor pressure permitted a lower oxidation emperature. Initial 
oxidation temperatures were found to var,y !rom 950 °F at atmospheric 
pressure to approximatelY 470 ~at 27.65 atmospheres absolute pressure. 
Although data obtained experimentally are not sufficient to permit 
a rigorous interpretation, nevertheless a qua • tati ve interpretation 
of parameters centro-ling natural gas combustion in a porous now system 
has bean presented. 
vi 
PURPOSE 
The purpose or this thesis was to analyze, through laboratory ex-
periments, some or the more obvious parameters controlling natural gas 
canbustion within a porous medium. As a practical aim, t his study in-
tended to r-oughly define the temperature necessary to initiate and prop-
agate a subsurface combustion wave through a petrolewn res-9rvoir. Be-
cause of the experimental fuel selected, the study pertains directly to 
the patented Sinclair "heatwave" process (l)* used to increase the re-
covery of crude oU from natural reservoirs. 
INTRODUCTION 
Since the discovery in 1859 ot the Drake lfell in Western Permsyl-
vania, the t otal United States production ot crude oil to January 1, 
1958, has been estimated by the Interatate Oil Compact Camnission's 
Seconda17 Recovery and Pressure Maintenance Conmittee (2) to be approx-
imately 57 .s billion barrels. Estimation of original content of res-
ervoir s totaled 309.9 billion barrels of oil which 43.1 billion barrels 
were considered as stUl econanical}¥ producable by existing primary 
and secondary production techniques. Based on these estimates, the ul-
timate recovery of crude oil will total 100.9 billion barrels or on}¥ 
32.6 per cent or the original oil in place. Although this percentage 
recovery is much less than that obtained by certain other mineral indus-
tries, it represents a great improvement owr the recovery that was 
obtained from oil fields a few decades ago. (.3) 
The applic'tion of thermal processes to oil field secondaey recov-
* Numbers in parentheses indicate references in bibliography. 
l 
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ery methods attempts to better the approximate one-third recover.r esti-
mated ultimately; however • engineering analyses of laboratory, pUot 
plant, and field trial data have been unable to determine the feasibillt7 
ot com.blstion processes under vaeying reservoir comitions. Some thermal 
techniques appear to be parl;icularly adaptable to petroleum. reservoirs 
which contain a high uscosity oU and do not respcnd favorably to o~ 
dinar.r fiooding with water. The prim.&r7 idea in thermal recoveey by 
this procedure is to increase productivity and recovery through effect-
ive utUization of !leat in reducing oil viscosity and thus decreasing 
resistance to now. The general thermal processes which have recei wd 
considerable attenti<m during the last few decades are as follows: 
1. ~lectrical. bottca hole heating. 
2. Hot water injection. 
3. Steam injection. 
4. Hot fiue gas injection. 
S. Subsurface canbustion. 
Various combinaticas ot these proceasee are possible. Two differ-
ent subsurface combustion techniques have performed satistactoriJ¥ in 
pilot and field trials. Basica~ they are: 
1. Subsurface combusti<m of residual-high molecular wight-
h1drocarbon fuels in situ supported by continuous air injec-
tion. (4) 
2. Subsurface combustion or injected-low molecular wei!ht-
hldrocarbon tuels supported by a:bnultaneous air injection. (S) 
An excellent comparison of the differences in the two processes 
bas been presented by Brestcn. (6) 
PRELIMINARY IN m5TIGATION 
A rapi~ developing and promising method for increasing the re-
coftry of crude oil fran petroleum reservoirs utilizes a unique tech-
nique of applying heat to the subsurface formation. The method incor-
porates a slow exothermic ~ocarbon oxidation, either gaseous, liquid, 
or sol id, which provide the necessary energy to increase petrol eum re-
covery. The method is applied by introduction of a subsurface combustion 
zone in t he three stage sequence: lighting, transferring, and propagat-
ing. 
The initiation of a combustion process mey- be visualized by the 
following model: Four "producing" wells are drilled through a. productive 
horizon, on any square pattern, with a fifth 11injection11 well being 
centrall1' located. T e first or lighting stage is performed b,y main-
taini g a fire, through the use of a specially designed bumer, opposite 
the injection well sand race with the hot combustion gases being carried 
off radially to the producing wells. The temperature of the formation 
in the inunediate vicinity or the injection well bore subsequently in-
creases through heat transfer by conduction, convection, radiation, and 
latent heat effects. When the f'onnation temperature is sufficient to 
support c anbustion and the first stage complete, the injected gas is 
converted to pure air which ignitee with carbonaceous residue material 
and proceeds to burn away from the well bore. The injected air picks 
up sensible heat in passing radially from the well bore thus cooling 
the burned-out formaticn behind a zone or combustion. This heat is 
tr .. nsf erred to cooler portions or the reservoir ahead of the combustion 
front by t he migrating fiuids. In this manner a combustion wave may 
be created moving radially through a formation leaving in its wake dry-
clean sand void of hydrocarbons or water. 
The final stage in propagating the combustion zone through the 
reservoir m~ be perfonned b,y injecting gaseous Qydrocarbon in air mix-
tures where the injected lzydrocarbon, in conjunction with a residual 
material, provides the necessary fuel to sustain the !ormation temper-
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ture a.nd thus insure continued combustion. Contained reservoir fluids 
in the immediate vicinity of the advancing t hertlal wave, which are not 
removed by t he sweeping gas drive or a condensing hot water drive, are 
gradual..l1' reduced to a "coked" carbonaceous residue which remains on the 
sand grains due to distillation and pyrolysis of the crude oil original:cy-
present ahead of the combustion front. Subsequent oxidation of' this 
residue depends upon the relative oxidation temperatures of the two fuels, 
their proportions present, the combustion zone temperature, and the 
presence cf free ~gen. 
Determination of the minimtm temperature at which the injected gas 
initially react s and the r ate of reaction at other temperature levels 
is basic to lUlderstanding the propagation mechanisms which make the pro-
cess possible. This situation is complicated by the possibility of' 
quenching environments and by individual reaction mechanisms if' a multi-
component natural gas fuel is injected. 
Another point of interest is t he degree of mcy-gen conversion ob-
tained as coinjected air tranrses the combustion zone. I ! complete 
oxygen utilization i s not realized, tree oxygen will appear in the e!-
fluent gases provided it is not adsorbed p}V'sically or removed by chemi-
sorption. Thus large concentrations of effluent oxygen, relative to 
injected nitrogen (in air), indicate either an insufficient quantity of 
fuel or a temperature below that necessary tor effective buming. 
Measuring exhaust gas composition in the produced nuids atfords 
the only practical method or detemining it the field applied underground 
fire is being propagated through effecti ft heat release. The degree 
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ot o.xygen utilization, in additiat, gins sane idea of reaction canplete-
ness. 
An alternate method or determining it the canbustion sone is sus-
tained is by dr1lllng obsenaticm wells in the path of the approaching 
heat wave. This procedure becomes quite expensive and must be repeated 
at different stages or propagaticn; therefore, the former procedure of 
analyzing produced gases i• generally prefen-ed eTen though the results 
are less quantitative than actual data obtained fran drilled wells. 
Gaseous reactioos occurring in thennal recowry by combustion are 
innuenced b.r a large number or variables, the more obvious or which 
are as follows: reaction wssel or chamber dimensions, catalytic SUI\-
.race and gae phase effects, physical and chemical adsorption, gas phase 
and surface reactions' pressure' temperature' degree or preheating' 
time in residence (space wlocity), flux, fuel type and concentration, 
quenching, moisture content, energy of activation, burning velocity, 
presence of combustion products and inert !&••, heats ot canbustion, 
ignitiCD lag, and oxidation mechanians. JlaD7 ot these -.riablea appear 
to be relative]¥ unimportant to the basic process \Dlder stud7 here whU• 
others are probab]¥ interdependent ao that the overall effects are quite 
canplex. 
In recogniticm of the DUJDll)rous parameters inwlwd in anaqsing 
combustion propagation mechanisms, this investigati(D vas designed to 
11tud7 the etrect or temperature in go-nrning ax:idation or "rich• (tuel 
ccmtent greater than stoichianetri c propo~ions) samples of natural gaa 
:ln air when burned within a porous medium. Because of complexities 
involved in the reaction, this inwetigation is limited to a.nalysis 
of the coabuatic:m behavior \Dler d:lff'erat. conditions of temperature, 
fuel/air ratio, pressure 1 and lelgth of time within an atmosphere per-
mittiDg reaction. The experiaental. approach ut111zes natural gas, in 
the presence of air, flowing continuousq through a dr.Y s!mulated porous 
medium. maintained at various temperature levels. 
Etnant ~gen was selected as the "tag" constitutent in follow-
ing the oxidation reaction as all other canponents taking plr ce in the 
reaction, tor example in field canbuation teats, are difficult to an~ze 
in addition to being sueceptible to dUution by natural gases common 
to the resenoir. This methocl, while controversial, is indicati w ot 
the condition• where utUisatica of tree O%J'gen coaences and ceases. 
In addition, it should lend aome idea as to reacticm canpl.eteness. 
Burke, Frrling, and Schumann, (7) using a •imilar approach in anaJ.Tsing 
propane canbuetion at pressures up to 100 atmospheres, obtained excel-
lent math.atical and experimental agree•nt. For a more c<~nplete 
inwetigation, the combustion mechanisms and stoichiometry ot each 
simultaneous or cmsecuti ve reaction must be determined independent]1'. 
REVDif OF LI'l'IRATUBI 
Use ot thermal applicatiGD to oil reoowrr dates fran a patented 
process in 1923. (8) Ccabustica t7P8 uper.laets •re first attempted 
by Russian technoloststa in 1933. (9) Ccmclusions !rem tbese experi-
aents ahow that c<abuticm em be maintained in the tom ot an MftDc-
ins heat sODe by' cODtinued air injection aDd that coinjection of a 
liquid crude oil restricted the buming to the dcinity of the wll bore. 
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Reri. ved interest in the subsurface combustion process is repre-
sented in recent literature by' experimental studies such as by Kuhn 
and Koch, (4) Grant and Szasz, (5) Marliin, Alexander, and Dew, (10) 
and Wilaon and co-workers. (11) Varied concepts of canbustion tech-
niques are presented which agree fawrably in observed thermodynamic 
and ~drod;ynamic mechanism• regarding propagation of a subsurface com-
bustic:m. wa w. 
nwless Oxidation 
Interpretation ot theoretical and experimental analJrses of canbue-
tion phenomena in thermal recoverr processes indicate the oxidation 
reaction inwlwd to be one of nameless nature. (12) This concept 
is based on the observation that the pore gealletr.y and dimensions nor-
mal~ encountered in reaerYOir rock are of inauf'ficient magnitude tor 
visible chain reaction type canbustio and that, therefore, tlae quench-
iDg results. Such would be the cue tor axidation of both fi81111D.&ble 
and nontl..ammable bJdrocarbon-air combinations. Based on this inter-
pretation, flammability or limits of explosivlty appear significant 
only' in instances where canbustion occurs in a reaction chamber in 
which chain breaking actions at the chamber walla plq a minor role. 
The literature studied is practic&J.4r devoid of experimental e'Yi-
dence of hJdrocarbon oxidation under quenching environments. Jost (13) 
has described the minimum tube diameter for suppressing methane in air 
reactions as being of the order of magnitude of 1 mm, below which a 
nu. does not propagate at all. This value apparently decreases as 
the temperature difference between tube wall and ignition temperatun 
decreases. 
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Ingition Temperature. Induction Period. and lkplosive T,1m1ts 
~nera~, the temperature where combution is first detectable 
and proceeds with rapid oxidation is defined as the reaction ignition 
temperature. Tne necessa.rr and sufficient condition tor ignition to 
occur i s that the rate of heat generation is at least equal to the 
rate ot beat loss. 
Variations in reported ignition temperature of natural gae, or 
methane, are quite numerous. This discrepenq in experhlent~ de-
termined ignition temperature stems fran significant ditterences in 
experimental procedure used by a particular investigator, (13) the 
main difference being the manner in which the ignition source is brought 
in contact with the flammable gas. In nearq all cases, t he reaction 
chamber was large in canparison with exposed surface area. 
·he predaninant method toWld tor measuring ignition temperature 
ot flammable mixtures followd pree.ure changes in a 11batch" type re-
actor in which the volume is constant. By noting pressure changes 
after expoaure to the • gnition source, repeated at consecuti w increas-
ing or decreasing temperature levels with various ignition deY.ices, 
the temperature is found which barely permits the pressure to rise 
rapid~, indicating ignitica. Initiating reactions, particular]T among 
hydrocarbcns, are frequently preceded by' an induction period betwen 
expoaure to the excitation sovce and aubaequent rapid pressure rise. 
(1.3) Delays of up to a tewllinutes have been observed be!ore the re-
action proceeds with any rapidit7. Methane oxidation, which is inhibit-
ed by packmg the reaction vessel, is reported to have such an induc-
tion period. (13)(14)(15 ) 
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Upper and lover explosive limits for natural gas combustion in 
air are g1 wn as apprax:l.mate]J' 15 per cent aDd 4 per cent ot the can-
buetible, respecti ve]T, at ataoapheric pressure. (16) An increase in 
pressure produces an increasing difference between the limiting cco-
centratione, 1d.th the predominant chauga occurri.Dg in the upper limit. 
(17) Minimum ignitiCG temperature tor explosi w mixtures of the pri-
ma17' natural gas ccmponents, in air and obsened with various experi-













'l'he axiclaticn reaction of •thane and other low molecular wight 
paraffinic bydrocarbons haa been found to take place at lower tanper-
aturea than the deccapoeition er "cracking" reactions of these b.Jdro-
carbons; however, some ot the combustion products, such aa water, 
carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, alcohols, aldehJdes, etc., are parl;]7 
due to ncb decca.position reactions assisted b.r the o.ddaticn mechanisms. 
(19) As seen by the abow liating, ignition taper tures of the 1eaa 
volatile paraffin hydrocarbCDs lie at lowr Talues than that ot Mthane, 
the temperature general.J¥ decreasing as the number of carbon atana in-
crease. Unaatunt.ed hydrocarbon a are known to have lower ignition t--
peraturea thaD their paraffin comterparli. 
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CHEMICAL KINETICS 
One of the objectives of reaction ld.netic studies is to determine 
relationship• which characterize a particular reaction v.l.thout attempt-
ing to deiCribe the aechani• by vbich the reaction occurs. The anal1'-
sis here is p~ concemed with tbis objectiw in order to prov.lde 
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a clearer understanding ot natural gas combustion occurr!Dg within petro-
le\111 reeerwirs. Before proceeding with the basic dewlopnent of chemical 
Jd.oetic equations to be wsed in this &ta\r, it should be mentioned tbat 
ordinaril7-in work ot this nature-the final equations are applied irre-
spective ot the b&aic derifttion. This type of anaJ.Tsis attempts t.o 
find the theoretical relation wbich best deacribes the experimental 
data.* 
A limited number ot elementarr chemical reactions are found to 
tollov simple qwmtitatiw relationships based on the concentraticn 
ot reac ante re11aining at UJT tiM during the reaction. Canpl.n ch.sical 
reac iona, such as hydrocarbon canbustion where consecuti va and aide 
reactions are frequmtl1" obserwd, cannot be upected to obey these 
lava and ~ approximations are possible through their use. 
Cbem'ca1 ~tactigns 
CMmical reactions are claaaitied kinetic~ by either 1) molec-
ularity, 1uch as bimolecular, -.here the m1nimU11 number ot ccabiniDg 
molecules is indicated, or 2) the order of reaction, where the concen-
traticm ot the reacting molecules limits the reaction velocit7 of the 
chemical transformation. This dist.inction is trequent:Qr neceas&J7 as 
* !he examples ot Chapter VI in Smith's book Chemical &lliD••riDI 
EiMtica (reference 26) are prDaar1.17 dewted to this procedure. 
the two are identical ~ in the simplest cases. 
Reactions involrlng a numbe of reactants may be expressed in the 
stoichiometric for.m 
aA + bB + cC --+ Products hquation 1 
where a moles of reactant A combine wit b moles o .. reactant Band c 
- - - - -
moles or reactant Q. The kinetic expression relating the unreacted 
conce tration ~ ot ! in tenns of the reactants and time .1 is 
r • -dC /d.t • k ca cb cc 
A A B C uaticm 2 
where .t and k represent the r ate ot reacticn and th reaction rate con-
stant, respectiwly. Reaction rate conatants a.re temperature sensitiw 
and t ere fore subject to Arrhenius's equation. The tiona+ b + c 
determines the true order or reaction; how"Yer, the order ot a reaction 
cannot ordinarily be predicted trom the stoichiometric proportions and 
must be obtained by experiment. The nlues ,!, ,2, and ,£, therefore, 
mq just as well be oth r Wlknown values m, ~. and~· 
Application or ld.netic theory to natural gas canbustion is canpli-
cated because of the multi-component reactants and products inwlwd. 
Norrish (20) bas apt:q- summarised the situation: 
11It is not legitimate to compare the rates of oxidation of 
hydrocarbons b.r pressure changes in view or the great vari-
ability of end products. ·he onq certain wq is to measure 
the rate of disappearance of b;Jdrocarbon by ana:cytic tech-
nique. This has not yet been done. • 
11 
;\n attempt to resolve the problem ot describ:ing combustion reactions 
b.r &""proximate methods using a limiting reactant • in t · s casa oxygen, 
otters a measure of reaction completion and a maans or approximating 
the rate or reaction !or soecific test conditions. The approach fol-
lows a procedure devised by Ostwald (21) and involves the following 
considerations: Equation~ is rewritten in terms or p eudo- (22) or 
apparent-velocity constants 
Equation 3 
where k is the pseudo-reaction constant canmon to A and m is the oseu-A - = . 
do-order of reaction, also with respect to canponent A, etc.. Vari-
ations in the total value of the multiplied terms 
(k k )(ff cP) 
B C B C 
Equation 4 
will be considered negligible ae a first approximation. This eituation 
is near~ correct ot reactants ~ and ~ are in sufficient excess. The 
approximation should also hold it A utUization is large in relation 
to the utUization ot other reactants so that the variatico in concen-
tration or ~ and £ during the reactioo ie approximate]¥ constant. 
Simplificatioo of an othend.se canplex reaction equation into such 
an expression relating the rate ot reaction to the limiting reactant 
can al]Jr be rigorously attested after verification by experiment. 
ixperimental anaqais app]Jring equation ,l, based on the decrease 
in concentration of one reactant Q.
1
, mq result in an overall pseudo-
reaction rate caustant k' if the term shown as equation A remains 
l2 
reasonably constant. In this case, the k 1 value obtained would include 
concentration effects of other reactants that apparently are of minor 
consequence in the overall reaction. The net result of these consider-
ations is shown by the reduced reaction equation 
Equation 5 
\mere: 
Reaction Egpatiops in Floy System 
Chemical kinetic equations for homogeneous first- and second-order 
irreversible gaseous reactions occurring under flow conditions at con-
stant pressure and temperature have been developed by Hougen and Watson. 
(22) Their derivation was obtained by applying a general rate equation 
to the concentration of unconverted reactant. A simUar approach, de-
signed to show the relation between "batch" and "now11 type systems, 
is append d. The expressions derived by Hougen and Watson haw been 
reduced to a simplified form by use or the following notation: 
x c moles reactant utilized per mole teed. 
y • moles reactant remaining in effluent per mole effluent. 
yi • moles reactant injected per mole !eed. 
k1 a: reaction rate constant !or tirR-order reacticn. 
k2 • reaction rate constant tor second-order reaction. 
F • feed rate, total moles injected per unit time. 
P • total pressure of s.ystem. 
V a: vol\Dll9 or reactor occupied by reacting fluids. 
1.3 
First-Or4er Reaction Equations 
First-order reactions, ot the above type, may be represented by 
unimolecular chemical disintegr3.tions as 
R ---t- nP Equation 6 
where one molecule of reactant dissociates to tom n molecules of pro-
duct. Resulting kinetic expressions must account ror reactant dilution 
duri g t e process being dependent on the molecules or product formed. 
The variable !l mq be either integral or fract.: onal, but cannot be zero, 
in agreement with the lav of coneervation or matter. 
The simplest approach re ating first-order reaction variables is 
by considering one molecule of product tonnation from the wdmolecular 
reaction: 
R-~P Equation 7 
Here, the rate of product form41tion is identical to that or reactant 
consumption and the kinetic equation resulting from si.mpliticati~ or 
the Hougen and Watson expression is, as shown in the appendix, 
Equation 8 
where symbols are as previous~ defined. 'l'he variable F fV, when mul-
tiplied by the starnard molar volume, is frequent]Jr' termed •space ve-
locity having dimensions of time -l. '.l he reciprocal expression repre-
sents the period reacting nuids are contained within the reactor and 
14 
is termed "residence time • 11 Unit residence time indicates that the 
wlume rate of nov numericaJ.l.7 equals the reactor volur!.e. 
1}'\e infiuence of residence time in equation ,a may be seen by con-
sidering a specific reaction wherein a certain now rate (!times normal 
molar wlume) limits the extent of reaction, variables other than 1: 
remaining ccnstant. A decrease in now rate then permits an increasing 
time or residence, allowing the reaction to proceed further toward com-
pletion. On the other hand, an increase in now rate decreases resi-
dence time, further restricting the reaction. 
The next. simplest approach relating var· ables of first-order re-
actions is by considerit:g the reaction: 
R ___,. 2P Equation 9 
Here, the products form at a rate equal to twice that of reactant con-
version. This means th'"t, !or a specific injected now rate, the ef-
fluent now rate will have • creased in proportion to the reactant con-
sumed. The simplified kinetic equation expressing the reaction velocit)" 
in term• of the variables used in equation.§ is: 
15 
~ • (Ff'IP) [ (yi + y)/(1 + y) + (1 + yi) ln <Y£1 + 71)/{yiy + 7~ 
Equation 10 
Second-Order Beaction Equations 
Second-order reactions differ from tirst-order by their second 
power dependence on chemical concentratica. The general bimolecular 
chemical fonnula 
2R --+ nP Equation 11 
demands that two molecules of reactant form .c. molecules of product up-
on reaction. The simple"'t kinetic expression for this type reaction 
is when two molecules of product are tonned by the reaction: 
2R--+- 2P ~tion 12 
The kinetics are then represented b,y the ~plified formula 
lquation 13 
Another second-order rate expression is obtained when onl1 one 
molecule or product forms as indicated b,y: 
Equation 14 
The relationship between the variables defining the flow system 
may then be expressed b,y: 
Equation 15 
An~sia of laboratory data obtained from now reactors where con-
centration of only one reactant is followed may be seen to depend on 
16 
measurement or composition as a function or feed rate for a constant 
volume reactor operated under constant pressure, teoperature, and inlet 
concentration. The value of k calculated, when only the flow rate is 
varied, will remain conct~"lt if the actual chemical reaction agrees 
with the assumed conditions forming the basis or calculation. Calcula-
ted values or k are often difficult to interpret because of the scat-
tered and erratic data which are typical of kinetic measurements. Con-
tinual..ly increasing or decreasing values of k indicate the reaction 
does not follow the assumed rate equation. A scattering of calculated 
Talues, about a specific k level, indicate inadequate experimental tech-
niques. 
17 
EXPERilSt?l'J AL APP TUS ArD PROCEDURE 
Two different but similar procedures were used in performing the 
experimental analysis. This involved 1) determining the effects of 
concentration, now r~te, and temperature on natural gas combustion 
wi. thin a simulated porous medium, and 2) a similar study or concentra-
tion and temperature variation at a higher pressure. T'le two investi-
gations were conducted with the aid or devised linear and radial now 
systems, respecti ve:cy, for varying canposi ions of n~tural gas in air. 
In all experillients the composition or refined commercial grade 






















The purity is as speci.ried from the supplier, Phillips Petroleum Comp8Jl7. 
No turt;her purification was attempted. Varying proportions of natural 
18 
gas in air were mixed to form the s&nple gas. These sample concentrations, 
as well as experimental gae anal7ses, were obtai ed with an Orsat Gas 
Analyzer. 
Low Pressure pvaratus and Procedure 
The primary elemant of the lov pressure apparatus coneieted of an 
externally heated 25 mm ID x 750 mm •v.rcor" gla s tube packed with ground 
vycor glass of 0 .s. standard mesh 20-70 screen size. Initial atte .. tpts 
to use wll sorted glass beade tor the synthetic medium wre uneuccees-
ful because of their low melting point. Finest quality (Berkeley No. 1-
dry, 99. 9~ SiO ) natural sand prond unadaptable to exper:imentation be-
2 
cause ot polymorphic inversion of quartz near 1050 °F. ottawa sand was 
unsatisfactory for the same reason. The substitute tor native material 
was D!.anufactured fran waste vycor tubing which was ground to the desired 
size. 
Equip:nent suppleme ting the primary' element is as sh01m in the 
schematic drawing or figure l and the photograph of figure ~. The es-
sential instruments and devices are a gas container and pressure regu-
lating valve, combusticn furnace, continuous recording potent iometer, 
gaa analy er, and wet test flow meter. Inclined manometers, exaggerat-
ing the reming by a factor or ten' aided in calibrating flow at extreme-
ly low teed rates. A chromel-alumel thermocouple, located in the center 
of the packed tube at the midpoint or the temperature profile of figure 
l, provided continuous temperature recordings with time. The accuracy 
or the nov meter was ascertained by calibration with a Bureau of Stand-
ards one-tenth cubic foot bottle and the potentiometer wae round to read 
accurately at roan temperature and 212 °F. 
The exploratory investigation indicated oxygen content in etnuent 
products to be highly sensitive to variation in now rate, other con-
ditions held constant. Experimental procedure used in evaluating this 
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able po-wer supply, was allowed to reach a specific temperature where 
combustion occurred. 'J.Ihe exhaust flow rate, ot a specific sample ga.s 1 
was adjusted by a stepwise procedure through a range of values allowing 
sufficient time for oxidation to barely proceed, on one extreme, to 
near complete oxygen utilization on the other. Measurements ot effluent 
carbon dioxide and oxygen contents were made at each step while keeping 
t he flow rate and temperature constant. Ie'ree oxygen remaining in the 
exhaust gases indicated the degree of reaction progression. Variations 
in power suppll" voltage and sensivity of the apparatus to drafts, etc., 
caused the reactor temperature to fluctuate slightly so that the inves-
tigation was conducted within a narrow temperature range rather than 
at a specific temperature. 
The second phase or the lov pressure investigation concerned the 
ettect of temperature on combustion ot different natural gas concentra-
tions. The anal.yses were made by maintaining a near constant exhaust 
f1ow while measuring the effluence concentration at various temperature 
lenls. An arbitrarily selected now range of 16.5 to 17.5 ccfmin was 
maintained because or nux seneivity. This was near the practical lower 
limit of measurement with the particular apparatus used. 
High Pressure Apparatus and Procedure (23) (24) 
Experimental. apparatus used in the high pressure investigation is 
shown in schematic form ot figure Ji. The reaction system consisted of 
a furnace which applied external heat to a 3 inch OD x 4 inch 11Bartles-
ville n sandstone core contained vi thin a thick walled steel pressure 
11banb •11 The bomb was .fabricated to contain the core in a manner allow-
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FIGURE 4 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF HIGH PRESSURE APPARATUS 
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center. Copper end gaskets wre used to effect the pressure seal. at the 
core ends. A special. temperature resistant compound was used to facili-
tate the bomb pressure sealing at eleTated temperatures. 
Supplementary equipment differed alightly depending on whether non-
explosive or explosive gas samples wre being investigated. Nonexplosin 
mixtures were premixed and forced through the system by a high pressure 
nitrogen suppl.1' using water to disp1ace the experimental gas. Because 
ot tlashback possibilities, in mixing explosive gas, the al.temate pro-
cedure consisted of mixing natural gas and air prior to entering the re-
actor. 
The experiments wre conducted at an arbitrarlly selected pressure 
ot 400 paig which vas controlled by regulating the upstream pre•sure on 
the reactor. A preselected flow rate of 1000 cc ,mdn vas maintained rel-
ati w:b" constant through manipu.l.ation of a back-pressure w.l w. Differ-
ential pressures acrose the reactor were negligible. 
Reactor temperatures wre measured by a cbroael-alumel thermocouple 
located within the pressure bomb in the zone in:DDI!kiiate]¥ downstream from 
the point at which effluent gases leave the core. Electric potentials 
were measured with a portable potentiometer and converted to temperatures 
by a5Uable conversion charts. 
&xperi.mental procedure consisted of passing a specific natural gas/ 
air sample to be investigated through the reactor at a constant rate 
vbil.e continual.l¥ decreasing the temperature and following the reaction 
by aqgen analyses as preT.i.ous~ explained. The technique used involved 
decreasing the reactor temperature from a level above complete oqgen 
utilization to the point ot initial oxidation. Possib1e hysteresis 
effects, resulting from measurements while increasing reactor temper-
2S 
ature, were not considered. Oraat analysis ot produced gases prodded 
carbon dioxide, oxygen, and carbon monoxide contents. 
EXP.ERIMEMTAL RESULTS 
Rumerical results obtained fran the experimental investigation 
represent l) eff1uent oxygen and carbon dioxide ana:Qr'ses as a function 
ot temperature tor four natural gasfai:r ratios in the low pressure 
experiments, 2) effluent oJcy"gen, carbon dioxide, and carbon monoxide 
anal.7ses as .tunctions of temperature for fiw gas-air combinations in 
the high pressure experiments, and 3) efnuent oxygen and carbon di-
oxide ana.lyses as a function of now rate for one of the low pressure 
concentrations. Results of gas analysis f r components other than 
oxy-gen are included to show the relative occurrence of 'the more easilJr 
measurable canponents of combustion. Carbon dioxide concentrations 
gi wn are exclusive of ini-tial amounts coumon to the natural gas used. 
The four sample gases studied in the low pressure experiments, 
as described by' their initial volumetric analysis tor oxygen, are: 
8.6% 02 ; ll.6% o2 ; 13.6~ o2; 16.3% o2 • These concentrations are 
readi:q transferred to another basis by considering air as 20. 9f, oxygen. 
Thus the 8.6% ax;rgen mixture contains o.os6 x 100/0.209 or approximateq 
41.1% air. The remaining amoun-t, 58. 9%, is the initial natural gas 
concentration. 
Results obtained in the low pressure investigation are presented 
in tabular form b.v table 1· A graphical representation of recorded 
ett'l.uent oxygen cattent, as a function of temperature, is sh01m b;r 
figure ~. Table l! and figure 1 contain similar data obtained for 




Experimental Data Obtained From Linear-Low Pressure Apparatus 
Input, % Temp, Flow Rate, Et:t.uent ~sis 
Oxvs!n oF cc{m;~Jl I Oxvgsm ~ c on Dioxide 
8.6 94.3 17 • .3 8.5 none 
1072 16.5 7.5 0.1 
U36 17.0 7.2 0.2 
1168 16.5 6.5 0.3 
ll74 16.8 6.0 0.7 
ll73 17.4 5.9 1.1 
ll83 16.7 5.9 0.9 
l2CYT 16.5 5.2 1.0 
1220 16.5 4.3 1.2 
1238 16.5 2.4 1.6 
1354 16.6 o.s 1.8 
1432 16.9 none 1.8 
u.6 998 16.7 ll.6 none 
lll9 16.9 10.7 0.2 
1189 16.7 s.; 0.9 
124.3 17.0 ;.a 1.0 
1300 16.9 2.0 1.4 
1362 16.7 0.9 1.8 
1398 17.1 0.2 2.3 
1414 16.8 none 2.7 
13.6 1043 17.5 13.1 ? 
1121 17.0 12.2 0.8 
1230 17.1 9.2 1.4 
1288 17.2 6.5 1.8 
1360 16.6 J.O 2.0 
1412 17.0 0.7 2.6 
16 • .3 1021 17.1 15.7 0.2 
lllJ 16.7 14.8 o.6 
1204 16.5 13.4 1.2 
1284 17.0 10.5 1.8 
1359 16.7 7.0 2.5 
1432 16.7 2.5 .3.5 
1482 16.8 o.s 3.5 
1510 16.9 0.2 .3.3 
1542 16.9 none 3.6 
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TABLE II 
Experimental Dat~ Obtained From Radial-High Pressure Sxperiments 
Input, % Temp, Effluent An sis 
Ox.v~en OF en ~ Ca~:bon Dio&de e. Carbon Yoncncide 
.3.0 575 none 0.9 1.3 
565 0.2 0.9 0.9 
555 0 • .3 0.9 o.a 
545 0.5 0.9 o.6 
5.34 o.s 0.9 0.5 
525 1.2 0.9 o.~ 
515 1.5 0.7 0.3 
505 1.8 o.6 0.2 
494 2.1 0.4 0.2 
480 2.4 0.3 0.2 
460 2.7 0.1 0.2 
450 2.7 0.1 0.1 
400 .3.0 none none 
6.3 6oo none 1.5 3.1 
585 0.2 1.6 2.8 
570 2.3 1.4 0.9 
555 2.7 1..5 0.5 
545 .3.5 1.3 0.3 
530 4.4 0.9 0.2 
515 5.1 0.7 0.2 
500 5.6 0.4 0.1 
485 6.0 0.2 0.1 
460 6.2 0.1 0.1 
425 6.,.. none 0.1 
12.0 715 none 4.6 3 • .3 
685 0.1 4 • .3 .3 .5 
6f:IJ 0.1 4.3 .3.4 
635 o.s 4.1 .3.0 
610 2.2 .3.7 2 • .3 
590 4.6 3.2 1 • .3 
570 6.8 2.3 0.6 
550 8.9 1.4 0.2 
535 9.7 0.9 0.2 
520 10.2 0.5 0.2 
29 
TABlE n (continued) 
Input, % Temp, Effluent An~sis 
Oxv&,!g OF ~ Oxvsen I Cy:bon Dic;xrcr-: C!J:bon Monoxide 
14.3 735 none 6.5 3.8 
710 0.4 6 • .3 3.2 
695 1.0 6.1 2.4 
620 5.8 4.5 1.2 
600 8.1 .3.4 0.9 
580 10.1 2.4 0.5 
560 u.s 1.5 0.3 
540 12.7 1.1 0.1 
520 13.4 0.6 0.1 
500 13.8 0.4 0.1 
480 14.1 0.1 0.1 
460 14. none 0.1 
4.1.0 14.3 none none 
19.5 900 none 11.5 0.9 
865 0.3 ll.2 o.s 
850 0.5 11.0 0.9 
830 o.s 10.7 0.9 
815 1.3 10.4 o.s 
7W 2.5 9.7 o.s 
775 3.7 9.1 o.s 
76o 4.3 8.7 o.s 
745 4.6 8.4 0.9 
735 4.8 8.2 0.9 
725 5.2 s.o 0.9 
705 5.5 7.7 0.9 
610 16.8 1.0 0.3 
600 17.5 0.7 0.2 
590 18.0 o.6 0.2 
580 18.4 0.4 0.1 
570 18.7 0.3 none 
560 18.7 0.3 none 
550 18.7 0 • .3 none 
540 18.7 0 • .3 none 
5.30 18.8 0.2 none 
520 19 • .3 0.2 none 
5~0 19.4 0.2 none 
500 19.5 0.1 none 
.30 
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mixtures studied in the high pressure investigation are: .3.0% o
2
; 
6.3% o2 ; 12.~ o2 ; 14 • .3% o2; 19.5% o2 • Mixture concentration dif-
fers from that in the low pressure study because o£ difficulty in 
duplicating samples. The effect or pressure on the experimental re-
sult s for both methcds is shown by the comparison in figure .i which 
was obtained from observed low pressure data and interpolation of 
high pressure results. 
The stoichicmetric proportion of air in natural gas, in accord-
ance with supplied approximate analysis • is 19.1% o,cy-gen. This result 
is calculated from the canplete combustion equation 
33 
(0.914 CH + 0.042 C H6 + 0.017 C H + 0.003 C H + 0.008 C H 4 2 3 8 4 8 4 10 
where one mole of natural gas reacts with 2.186 moles o.xygen. All 
exper~ental concentrations studied are considered nonexplosive (17) 
with exception of the 19.5% 0 mixture which is in the explosiYe 
2 
range. 
Obsernd data relative to the study of e.!fluent ana~sie as a 
:!unction or fl.ow rate are listed in table m_. ·rhe experimental 
now rate values are concentrated in the low now range resul.ting 
tram a quali~ing investigation and are not complete for broad inter-
34 
TABLE III 
Experimental Data Showing Ef.tect or Flow Rate on Combustion of 
8.6~ 02/32.6% N2/SS.S% Natural. Gas Mixt;ure 
Reactor Flow Rate, Residence Exhaust AD~s 
T~. op cclmig THle 1 sec ! Oxvs;en rc~ Diaxl.de 
1193 2.7 112.3 1.8 2.5 
1184 3.9 85.4 2.8 1.8 
1184 4.2 79.3 2.7 2.0 
ll90 5.0 66.7 2.8 1.8 
1186 6.9 4S • .3 3.4 1.4 
1186 9.1 .36.6 4.0 1.2 
1184 9.5 35.1 4.5 1.1 
1175 10.5 31.7 4.6 1.0 
l.l.80 ll.S 28.2 5.2 1.0 
11.85 14.8 22.5 5.7 o.s 
1183 16.7* 20.0 5.9 0.9 
1174 16.8* 19.8 6.0 0.7 
1173 17.4* 19.1 5.9 1.1 
* Points plotted in Figure 6. 
pretca.tion. Their use here is prima.ril.y to outline a kinetic approach 
which JDa7 prov.lde use:tul intotmation in evaluating oil. recowry pro-
ceesea by combustion. The sampl.e gaa containing 8.6% oxygen. before 
reaction, was used in this study. 
DISCU.;·SION OF RESULTS 
Ox:idation Temperatlll'! 
Oxidation trends presented in f'igures ~ and 1 describe the e:ttect 
of temperature in control J ing ox;.rgen conwrsion through resi;ricted 
combustion type react:lcns for two dit:terent syetems. By- following 
the exhaust OJey"gen composition with increasing temperatures, each mix-
ture is ... n to pass through a point where o.xidatic:m is first. detect-
able. Increas~ higher tsperatures result in a near linear decline 
in ()JQ"gen cgmposition until complete OQ"gen utilization is realised. 
A :turliher increase hl temperature tends toward more canpl.ete combwst;ion 
b7 gradual.J¥ converting carbon monoxide to carbon dioxide. An :lnter-
estiDg aide obsern.tion at temperature• abow 1800 °F (8.6% o2 sample 
gas) was that. cra.cldng occurred and carbon was deposited. Subsequmt 
carbon oxidation by air injection occurred abow about lOSO °F. 
In discussing n\111lerical result• obtained it should be empbae:lzed 
that, because of the basic dif':terence in the tw experimental apparatus 
and probable cata:qtic et.tect ot various llineral. surfaces exposed :in 
the sandstone core • there ia no guarant.ee the obeerved data plotted ill 
figures ~ and l and compared direct~ in figure i mq be contrasted 
quantitatiwll'. Inclusion ot ~he hi.gh pressure results ia to show the 
analogoua type of data obtained where the reaction residence thle was 
about 20 seconds :ln each experimental setup. 
3S 
Except tor errore in experimental. obserwtions, the initial OJd.-
dation point for the rich natural gas concentrations shown in .figure 
2 (atmospheric pressure) is approximat~ 950 °F. Data presented in 
figure z, where experimental pressun is 400 prig, show this point as 
near 470 °F. The intluence ot pressure in reducing initial oxidation 
temperature ia considerable but agrees with expected resul.ts. According 
to Le Chatelier's principle, an increase in pressure :tavors the react-
ants as the w1ume increases during combustion and, iiheref'ore, shou1d 
increase rather than decrease the initia1 oxidation iiel"perature. A 
complete explanation ot this effect is too exhaustive tor treatment 
here. The argument invol.ves the existence ot an activated complex which 
accounts for the increase in reaction rate at higher ~ressures by' con-
sidering a rel.ative:q loog time lag betlftten actiwtion and decomposition. 
(21) In discussing param~ers involwcl in explosive combustion, Lewis 
and wn J;J.be (25) state that becauee o.f these pressure-temperature re-
l.ations an increase in pressure decreases ignition temperature while 
increasing the reaction rate. For reacticns dependent on sane powr 
ot the pressure, thq present the general. rel.aticmship 
log P • AfT + B 
where: A • owrall activation energrfgas constant 
B • constant depending on the system 
for vbich a plot of this form has been found to agree with Jll8D1' experi-
mental obsenations. 
Retuming tot~ resu1ts at hand, the balance of data contained 
on each graph of figures .2 and 1, as ,.11 as trends in the declining 
free oxygen composition, pertain to the specific experimental conditions 
and are not readily applicable to other systems. This effect is per-
ceived, for example, by" doubling the experimental reactor length (other 
factors constant) again measuring ef'fiuent products. The increased 
vol'U!l'le provided the reacting molecules increases the time contained 
within the rea'>tior zone thereby permitting the reaction to go further 
toward cot pletion. This change will, in effect, give a smaller temper-
ature increment before complete oxygen utiliz tion is realized and re-
sult in a greater (in tte negative direction) slope of the linear portion 
of each plot. In an extremely long reactor, the combustion process would 
be complete prior to the gases re"'ching the reactor outlet. The infiu-
ence ot other controlling variables will be explained l!lOre fu1~ in the 
section undertaking a kinetic approach to the overall cOMbustion reaction. 
Use or the multi-canponent f'uel in the investigation prohibits a 
thorough analysis of the combustion data with reference to any one co,n-
po\Dld or group or components. This restriction follows fran. interpre-
tation or the egree of OJcy""gen utilization presented in figure ~ and 
the ideal combustion reaction. 
In previous discussion, it was shown the less volatile constituents 
or natural gas could be expected to ignite at lower temperatures than 
methane. The analogy is made that these components, in individua1 non-
explosive mixtures with air, follow a like order of igniticn temperature 
when ignited in a porous medium. Based on this interpretation the curw 
representing 8.6% initial OJcy"gen indic'"tes very little, if any, methane 
oxidation as suggested by the following complete combustic.m equation 
for the heavier components. 
For 8.6% oxygen (58.9% natural gas, 41.1% air): 
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--~ 0.132 00 + 0.165 H 0 
2 2 
The above stoichiometric reac'tion requires 0.206 moles of ox;ygen 
to burn tbe combustibles (other than methane) contained in 0.589 moles 
of natural. gas. The avai1able OJcy"gen is 011J3 0. 006 moles or 41.8% of 
the quantit7 :t·.ecessary. For mixtures containing a higher CDYgen concen-
tration and corresponding lower natural gas content, the relative a-
mounts ot oxygen necessary tor ccmplete canbustion of ethane and heavier 
components £or the remaining l.ow pressure sample gas l!lixtures are: 
Oxygen concentration 





PreJim1na.ry Kinetic APPlication 
Relative amo\Dlt oxygen available 





Resul.te obtained through variation in :tlow rate for one sample 
gas mixture permit a limited kinetic anaqsis, o;t effiuent concentra-
tiCD ot the reactant ~gen, utilizing the pseudo-order concept. The 
study' consists of applying experimental. data to apparent first- and 
seccmd-order rate equations in an effort to obtain approximate pseudo-
order relaticmships tor the complex caabustion system. For the thor-
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ough eval.uation or ccmbustion beharlor app~:l.ng chemical kinetics, one 
must va.rr the reactants ratio whil.e analyzing the reaction character-
istics at the same pressure and temperature. (26) Also the use of a 
more liberal integrated equation woul.d be he1prul in detemining whether 
the order of combustion reaction specific to OXJrgen was integral, frac-
tional, or did not follow any set pattern. 
Assumption or apparent f irst- and second-order behavior 1ed to 
the use of equations §., .J:Q, ]J., and !2,. Observed data applied to the 
reapectiTe equation resulted in cal.culated reaction velocit7 constants 
shown in table ll• Galculated k values obtained are amal.ler for rela-
tions involring no change in volume during reaction, as canpu:ted by 
equaticns ~ and 1J., than for increasing wlum.es computed with equations 
!Q and ~. Second-order rate constants calcu1ated are aleo larger than 
first-order by' !actors ranging between 10 and 30, depending on the basis 
ot canparison. The deviation between both canputationa of first- and 
second-order relationships increases with increasing now rate or de-
creasing conversion. Errors in assuming constancy of reactant concen-
tration, other than ox;ygen, will increase with increased residence time 
or oxygen conftreion because the quantity of reactants cons\Dlled will 
be proportionately greater. Also diffusiona1 eff"ects were not :lnclmed 
which, at low flow rates and high temperatures, could cause considerable 
variation in calculated results. Since the experimental pressure of 
one atmosphere nmained essential.:q constant, the dUf"erent values cal-
cu1ated reault from concentration expresaions conta:ined within brackets 
ot each equation. 
Reaidence timl calculations used in the f"ormul.as are baaed on aP-





















Equations 8, 10, 13, and 15 
k1 x 10 
7
, Pseudo-First-Order* k2 x l.O 
7
, Pseudo-Second-Order* 
Equation 8 EQuation 10 Ecmat,ion 13 Egpation 1S 
6.20 7.55 175 193 
5.85 6.65 126 143 
6.52 7.39 143 161 
7.50 8.51 161 182 
8.57 9.90 165 187 
9.33 11.00 164 189 
8.21 9.94 135 158 
.so 10.70 142 168 
7.90 10.95 l21 145 
8.17 10.92 ll.8 146 
8.44 11.60 119 149 
a.oa 11.28 114 144 
8.85 12.18 l25 157 
Refer to tabl.e III for obaerwd data. Example calculations 
are included in the text.. Dimensions or reaction rate ccm-
atants calculated are as follows: 
~ • gm molesfsec-cc reactor volume-atm 




















PSEUDO- FIRST- ORDER 
EQUATION 10 
EQUATION 8 
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 
FLOW RATE, C C PER MIN 
FIGURE 8. GRAPH SHOWING VARIATION OF CALCULATED PSEUDO-REACTION RATE CONSTANT 
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temperature within the reactor. Use of this procedure excludes added 
ei.tects resul.ting from reaction during the preheating or cooling stages 
as the gases move through the system. The time allotted for fluids 
contained within the peak teiDDerature zone was calculated in the t'ol-
lowing manner: 
Re .. cti ve system: Combustion tube of 25 mm ID packed with 
groWld glass to .34.5,; porosity; 4'1 iso-
thermal peak temperature zone maintained 
at respective teJrperat ure T; gas volume 
referred to 70 °F. 
Res·dence time in seconds 
2 ~ 0.7 ·5 X (2.5} X 4 X 2.54 X 60 X 0.345 X 530 
fT 
where: f - steady state now, ccfmin. 
T • reactor peak temperature, 0 R. 
_,qua:tion 16 
Experimental k values calculated are plotted in f'igure jl :tor ease 
in comparison. Numerical values obtained from tne apparent first-order 
expressions give a slightly negative slope to the general shape of the 
two curves while the apparent second-order relationships give slightly 
positive s1opes. Theoretical. analysis demands & sl ·pe equal to zero, 
i.e., one in which .1£ remains constant. 
An apparent fractional-order rate expression, between f'irst- and 
second-order rate dependence for oxygen, is indicated by the overall 
experimental results; however, a reasonably constant ~ value was ob-
tained t'or the first-order rate calculation through the use of equation,§. 
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The agreement ~or low residence time at high fiow rates is particular~ 
good above six CC/Jnin fiow gi'Ving an aTerage value tor k ot 8.48 X 10-7 
moles :'6ec-cc-atm. The original assumption of constancy in tuel. reactant 
concentration is rendered leas valid below this ~low rate (greater res-
idence time) due to high oxy-gen ccnwrsion. Rate constants calculated 
ror tlow in excess ot the six ccfmin rate vary by 10% above and 7% below 
the mean 8.48 x 10-7 value. Among other variables, the deviaticm at 
l.ower now than the six ccfodn rate could be due 'to an inducticn period 
berore rapid oxidation or the oxidation o~ higher molecular weight hydro-
carbons. 
ExempMp Cal.cnla:tions 
Measured data: (see table m,) 
Reactor temperature, °F 
Fl.ow rate, cc /min 
Injected mq-gen concentration, % 
Ef'fiuent oxygen concentration, % 







2 Residence time c 0.785 x (2, 5) x It x 2,54 x 60 x 0,345 x 530 
5 X 1.650 
• 66.7 sec. 
p fiP • ~~--~..._..--"!!~~ 
Residence t~e x 22,400 
- l 66.7 X 22,400 
• 6.7 x 10-7 gm molesfsec-cc react;or TOlume-atm. 
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Equation §.: 
~ ~ 6.7 X 10-? ln (0.086/0.02B) 
c 7 • .5 x 10-7 ga molesfsec-cc reactor volume-atm. 
Equation !Q: 
6 -7 ~ • .7 X 10 (o.ae6 + o.028)/(l + o.028) 
+ (1 + o.oe6) 1n < (o.os6 x o.o28 + o.os6) 1 
(o.os6 x o.o2s + o.o28)) 
& 8 • .51 x 10-7 gm molesjsec-cc reactor volume-atm. 
Qualitative Interpretation 
The lack or complete agreement or this experimental. analysis with 
theoey restricts the study to a qualitative interpretation based on 
observed results and relationships indicated by the flow equations. 
Equation ~' for example, s hows that reactant conversion in an isothermal 
now system (at essentially constant pressure) is a function only or 
residence time and initial concentration. 
Discussions in the previous secticns offer a better understanding 
of the data presented in figure ~' with particular emphasis on the shape 
ot the 8.6% oxygen curve. The portion of the study concerning variation 
in flow rate vas made within the 20 •F differential bounded by 1173 °F 
and 1193 °F. By decreasing the nov rate in this regim from an awr-
age 17 ccfmin (plotted curve) to 2.7 ccjmin (see table m_), the curw 
becomes almost vertical. This effect causes a shifting of the plotted 
1.8% 0 point from l286 °F to 1193 °F, a decrease of 93 °F. The slope 
2 
or the strai.ght line segment or each curve on the graph may then be 
interpreted as indicative or the now rate relative to a specific re-
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actor volume. A decrease in now rate produces essentially the s~e 
result as increasing reactor volume, increasing th slope of this line 
accordingly. Alternately, increa.eing the now causes a wider variation 
between initial oxidation temperature and temperature of complete con-
version. 
Application of similar studies to thermal recovery b"r subsurface 
combustion methods requires a knowledge of heat zone width as well as 
temperature distribution across the thermal wave. I! the combustion 
zone width is narrow, relative to fiowing gas velocit:", the time in 
residence will be short and inefficient oxygen utilization may result. 
un the other hand, where thermal zones are relati vel.y wide with respect 
to the velocity of flowing gases, nearly complete heat utilization 
should be effected. 
CONCLUSI.QNS 
A brief discussion of a few of the many parameters af'tecting natural 
gas combustion vlthin restrictive environments has been presented. The 
problem of understanding combustion reactions of this nature is complex 
and inYOlves a large number of variables which are difficult to separate 
for thorough evaluation. The author has, there.tore, per.tormed a pre-
llminaey investigation to determine wl":.ich of certain variables were con-
trolling, to ana]Jrze how they are related, and to show sane of their 
relationships by preliminary laboratory experiments. The following 
points should prove usef'ul. for a more exhaustive evaluation of parameters 
relevant to tPis type combustion process: 
1.. Depletion of oxygen, in the exhaust stream, ia indicative 
of reaction progression and has been determined for a specific set of 
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experimental. conditions. Field application of this procedure in eval-
uating combustion zone characteristics should proportionatelY weigh 
dilution. absorption, adsorption, and other ef'fects such as low temp-
erature oxidati<n • 
2. Oxidation reactions of natural gas, in varying concentra-
tions with air, may be or flameless nature when ignited in porous media 
of a size normally found in petroleum reservoirs. 
3. Combustion behavior of near stoichian.atric and normally 
flammable concentrations of natural. gas in air is dependent on the same 
parameters as are normally considered nonexplosive mixtures vben bumed 
in a porous medium. Further, the oxidation reaction is incapable of 
spontane•us propagation through pore re•trictions of a size comparable 
to moat petrol.eum reservoirs. This ccnclusion is evidenced by the ex-
plosive gaa •hown as the 19.5% oxygen curve of figure 1 where any degree 
of reacticn completion was possible through either temperature or resi-
dence time variation. 
4. Natural gas reactions takjng place within a heated porous 
medium will reach near eq ilibrium conditions within a relatively short. 
time in residence. Experimental residence thle in the order of 20 sec-
onds permitted reproducible OJCYgen conversims provided rock temperature 
remained constant. Therefore, onl.Jr a relati vel.y narrow combustion zone 
width is necessary to obtain canbustion in field projects, the width de-
creasing with decreasing gas vel.ocity as the injected gases progress 
radiall,y awq fran an injection well bore. 
5. Presence or increasing quantities of the less 'YOlatile 
constitutent.s in natural gas does not affect the initial oxidation tem-
perature to an appreciable extent • as evidenced by the initi.al oxidati.on 
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temperatures of the nine mixtures represented in figures §. and 1. 
6. An increase in pressure above one atmosphere reduces ox-
idation temperatures of natural. gas confined to a porous medium. In-
creased ef£ecte of rapid activated complex disintegration, chemisorption. 
and/or the heterogeneity of the chemica1 reaction, with pressure, are 
believed to be primarilT responsibl.e for t his result. 
7. Minimum temperatures of rich natural gas oxidation, within 
the porous environments studied, are near 950 °F at atmospheric pressure 
and 470 °F at 27.65 atmospheres absol.ute pressure when the gas is al-
lowed about 20 seconds reaction time. Compl.ete oxygen conversicu of 
rich natural gas and air nd.xtures is possible above these temperatures 
if' a longer time period in residence is provided. These temperatures 
mq be lowered scmewha.t if a 1onger period in residence is permitted. 
S. The chemical kinetic procedure herein presented offers 
an approach to the solution of s ane of the most icportant variables in-
YOlved in canpl.ex natural. gas combustion reactions. Parameters affect-
ing natura1 gas combustion within a porous matrix are initial. fuel or 
air concentration, type of fuel utilized, flux, pressure, temperature, 
and dimensions of the reactive system. 
9. Future experimentation attempting to an~ze canbustion 
kinetics would benefit through use o£ a pure component fuel with vari-
ab1e reactants ratios to cover the range of interest. The experimental 
anaJJrsis, it performed in a now type s;ystem, should in-.olve measuring 
the effects or different fl.ow rates throush the reactor at the same 
pressure and temperature. For quantitatin application of resu1ts, 
calibration of temperature sensing devices at the test condition is 
necessary. Application or experimental results in determining order 
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with respect to a limiting reactant mq be or sane real and useful value 
but is d.if'ficult to evaluate in a mul:t.i-component system. Use of a more 
general integrated equation enabling the direct sol.ution or pseudo-re-
action order either tractional, or otherwise, is suggested. 
APPENDIX 
Dewlopnent of First-Order Steady dtate Fl.ow Equation 
'l"he rate of a chemical reaction is determined by the decrease in 
reactant concentration, or increase in product concentration, per unit 
time • The mathematical expression representing this re1ationahip for 
a "batch" (static) system, where £ is the reactant concentratim. at 
8117 time 1. is aa follows: 
r • -clC/dt Equation a 
According to accepted ld.netic theory, the rate of a first-order 
reaction is directly' proportional to the concentration, as expressed 
by t.he relation 
r • -clG/dt -= k C Equaticn b 
where k is the constant of proportional.ity- for the experimental. tem-
perature. Use of equation~ demands the reaction be carried out at 
conetant volume and temperature. For "fiow" (dynamic) systems, the 
reactor vol.ume changes as the fl.uid is displaced along the reactor 
and equation }1 could not be expected to app~ in its present form. 
Al.so for steady' state cc:nditions o~ flow, temperature, pressure, et;c., 
time is not a ft.riable except in determining the distance a certain 
quantit7 of fiowing fiuid bas traveled and thereby the vol'UID8 through 
which a certain reaction has occurred. For such a dynamic situation, 
the time function in the abon equations may- be repl.aced by the ratio 
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ot reactor volume to .t1ow rate (volume ,ltime), V fF, the dirterential 
of which is: 
dt • d(V /F) • (FdV - VdF) fF'- Equation c 
Considering only' tne flow of reacting gases and assuming the rate ot 
reactant consumption iio follow f'irst-order kinetics and equa1 to the 
rate of product f'onnat.ion, subst.itut ·on o.t equation s. in equation ~ 
reduces to the general. rate equation for now qst ms: 
r • -FdC/dV Equation d 
Incorporating the concentration proport;ionali ty- of' equatiOD ,2, the 
relation 
r -= -Fd'"'/dV • k C Equation e 
is obtained which yiel.ds, upon integration, 
Equation 1' 
the kinetic flow equation for .first-order reactions under steady' state 
conditions. AccolDlting .tor the effect o.t pressure in reducing flow 
TOl.ume, the final equation 
Equation g 
is obtained where 2...L and ~ signify ent.ering and exit concentrations 
after passage of PV fF units of t:bne. 
so 
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